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DINING SPACES & EXTRAS
MAIN RESTAURANT

FALDO ROOM

ALFRESCO

Size...

Size...

Size...

Single studio room

292 square metres

134 square metres

144 square metres

$280 per night

Capacity...

Capacity...

Capacity...

160 seated

50 seated

50 seated

200 standing

80 standing

80 standing

ACCOMMODATION

Twin studio
$295 per night

Two bed apartment
$620 per night

13TH BEACH CORPORATE GOLF
COURSES
BEACH COURSE

CREEK COURSE

SHORT COURSE

The Beach Course is unique in its design. The first four

The Creek Course has gently undulating couch fairways,

The Short Course. Comprising 9 holes with multiple tees

holes play away from the clubhouse winding through the

and deep bunkers filled with yellow sand. It has firm

ranging from 105 metres to 188 metres and a gentle walk,

majority of houses. The fifth tee is the beginning of what

greens surrounded by interesting bumps, swales and

it is suitable for all levels of golfers.

Thirteenth Beach has become famous for, wonderful links

hollows, all closely mown.

Designed by Tony Cashmore, who designed the Beach

land. Rolling through a series of dramatic and natural golf
holes that look and feel like they were there long before a

There also plenty of greenside bunkering that cuts into

Course (opened 2001) and co-designed the Creek Course

golf development was planned.

and helps mould the slopes of the putting surfaces. This

(opened 2004) with Sir Nick Faldo at 13th Beach, the

mirrors the best traditions of Melbourne’s Sand Belt

complex now comprises 45 holes of golf.

But perhaps the key feature of The Beach Course is its

much admired by Faldo.

Located at the north-western part of the estate, it is

wonderful set of par 3’s. Starting at the brutal 180m 3rd
hole to the dainty yet sinister 113m 16th, the par threes of

The native couch fairways are oversewn with fescues.

accessible for 13th Beach members, residents, guests,

The Beach Course offer golfers of all levels a true test of

This provides both an excellent, green playing surface

and visitors. Each hole presents a unique challenge with

their iron play.

year round, and a quick transition back to couch

undulating greens and surrounds with run-offs and

dominance in spring.

swales to challenge approach shots and all aspects of the
short game.

The Beach Course is a wonderful test of any golfer’s
ability. Offering everything that makes golf such a superb

Beyond the fairways there is generally a wide zone of

game. A golf course that is playable to golfers of all levels

maintained short rough prior to either long pasture

It is accessible for all levels of player – from beginner

with beautifully manicured fairways, greens and bunkers

grasses or the residential areas.

to experienced golfer alike and in keeping with the
existing courses, has a contemporary approach to dress

and a strategic design that offers the ultimate in risk
reward golf for even the most elite of players. The Beach

There are some quirky elements too, like the ‘square cut’

code and is available to everyone at any time on an

Course truly is 18 holes of golfing splendour.

tees, the creek itself, and the creative use of a few

equal access basis.

remaining pines in hole strategy.

CORPORATE GOLF
FORMATS & EXTRAS
FORMATS

INCLUSIONS

INDIVIDUAL STABLEFORD
Stableford is a scoring system used in
the sport of golf. Rather than
counting the total number of strokes
taken, as in stroke play, it involves
scoring points based on the number

REGISTRATION
SCOREDCARDS AND GOLF CART
ALLOCATION

of strokes taken at each hole.

USE OF DRIVING RANGE &
4 PERSON AMBROSE

PRACTICE FACILITIES

Each player hits off the tee, the best

ON HOLE AND CLUBHOUSE

shot is selected and all other players

SIGNAGE

pick up their ball and place it, within
one handspan, alongside the best
ball. Each person then hits a second

USE OF TV'S FOR PRESENTATIONS

shot from the same spot.

LECTURN & TWO FLOATING
GENTSOMES EVENT
Gentsomes team is made up of four

MICROPHONES
LONGEST DRIVE COMPETITION

players and all players play their own
golf ball from the tee. The best ball is
chosen and all players play from that
spot; if it's on the fairway, within one
club-length, if it's in the rough or a
hazard, then the ball must be dropped
in the same position.

NEAREST TO THE PINS
COMPETITION
PUTTING COMPETITION

CORPORATE GOLF
HOSPITALITY
POST GOLF

PRE GOLF

BEVERAGES

PRE GOLF BREAKFAST (AM)

POST GOLF LIGHT SHARING

House made Egg & Bacon Rolls

Antipasto sharing

W/ Barista made coffee

Light seasonal cocktail bites

Craft tap beer

Vegetarian available

Local wines

COPORATE BAR TAB

$14 pp

Barista made tea & coffee
$30pp

Soft drinks & Powerade

POST GOLF SHARING

Spirits available on request

PRE GOLF LIGHT LUNCH
Selection of house made

SUBSTANTIAL

- Gourmet sandwiches
- Seasonal savoury pastries

Braised lamb shoulder

- Woodfire pizzas

Moroccan spiced chicken

DRINKS CART

Baby barramundi
$25pp

Seasonal Salads
Condiments
Vegetarian available
$45pp

POST GOLF PLATED DINING
Seasonal menus constructed by our
head chef Roland Phillips
1 course / $40
2 course / $60
3 course / $75

Exclusive private use of our staffed
drinks cart
Craft beer cans
RTD spirits
Soft drinks & powerade

